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“Diversity on screen should happen naturally as viewers decide what
they like to see on tv, it shouldn't be forced.”
- Survey Respondent
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“Why not instead actually film a movie or tv show like Glee and have
good writing, good characters, and good stories that all people will
enjoy?”
- Survey Respondent
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Executive summary
The More Diversity on Screen campaign set out to begin a new conversation with the
public and media industry in New Zealand about disability and diversity on screen.
The campaign was an initiative of Unique Extras, a Diversityworks Trust project that aimed
to increase diversity on screen via the creation and promotion of a unique portfolio of
actors and performers with disability. We assisted our talent to apply for acting and extras
roles, thereby increasing diversity on screen at a grass roots level. Unique Extras was
generously supported by Think Differently, a New Zealand Government social change
campaign aiming to encourage and support a fundamental shift in attitudes and behaviour
towards disabled people.
We wanted to continue to work towards our goal of seeing the 1 in 5 New Zealanders who
live with a disability equally represented on our screens, so we asked for support to open a
conversation with broadcasters, ad agencies, talent agencies, the media and the general
public to drive this change. The level of support we received exceeded our expectations.
The More Diversity on Screen campaign ran from 24 March to 14 June 2013, and we were
pleasantly surprised by the number of people who engaged with the conversation and our
survey. There were over 1500 visits to the online campaign page; of these visits 728
people (48.0%) clicked in support of the campaign. Those who supported the campaign
were given the option of completing an online survey and 382 responses were received as
of 14 June 2013. This represented 25.2% of total visits to the campaign page and 52% of
those who indicated support for the campaign.
As of 17 July, when this report was published, the website and survey are still active and
support continues to grow.
We were lucky to secure free airtime for our animated commercial, which went to air on
Maori Television on 1 April 2013. We also secured free airtime from MediaWorks, which
aired the commercial on TV3 and FOUR from early May. As of July the ad is still being
shown, drawing further supporters to the website and survey.
The campaign was not without its challenges. We found it hard to access those working in
advertising and as a result are missing this voice from our dataset. We also have a large
amount of data that we need to do justice to and leverage for the purpose of social
change.
Responses to the campaign survey showed clear support for the idea of More Diversity on
Screen, but we now know the task of getting more representation of disability on screen
will require a much longer timeframe than we initially thought.
Authenticity in casting and portrayal of disabled characters, the need for well-rounded
characters and plot lines, and the influence of media on social consciousness are all
deeper issues uncovered by our research and are covered in detail in this report. Whose
responsibility it is to ensure equal, equitable and appropriate portrayals disability on
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screens was also raised. This is an issue that is more complex than simply getting more
disabled characters in our entertainment media. It is, after all, a creative space. The
question repeatedly asked was, should it be a choice or a requirement? To add to the
dilemma, who should play disabled people? Disabled actors, the best actors, or both?
We found resounding support for more diversity to be represented on our screens by
including more portrayals of the 20% of our population who experience disability. We found
also that, on the whole, the small amount of disability already on our screens is generally
well-received and even, in some cases, enhances viewers’ experiences.
What we didn’t find is an easy, one-size-fits-all approach to increasing representation.
However, we do have some ideas on how to make some inroads into an issue that has not
previously been high on the industry’s or the public’s agenda. Several people commented
that they were pleased to have this issue brought to their awareness, while this and other
research demonstrates the power of the media to reflect and shape social attitudes. For
these reasons we believe this is an important conversation to have initiated.
We look forward to continuing the discussion.

Philip Patston
Executive Director
Diversityworks Trust Inc
July 2013

“I think it’s an opportunity for someone in a wheelchair to get a job,
which is often difficult. Non-disabled people have more opportunity to
gain employment.”
- Survey Respondent
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Introduction
In December the Ministry of Social Development’s Think Differently project funded
Diversityworks Trust to support increasing diversity on screen and influencing the way that
disabled people are portrayed in the New Zealand media.
Disabled people represent almost 20% of the population and yet they are
underrepresented on television screens. The infrequent appearance of disabled people on
television results in audiences being excessively fascinated by the novelty of disability
when it does appear. Diversityworks Trust saw the need to saturate the media landscape
with ‘everyday’ portrayal of disability to make disability more usual to audiences. In order
for this to happen the television industry requires a major shift in attitude to accept diversity
on screen.

Methodology
Diversityworks Trust took an action research based approach to addressing this
imbalance. Action research is research which is initiated to solve a problem and involves
the process of actively participating in or promoting change whilst conducting research.
Action research aims to improve strategies, practices and knowledge within an
organisation or society. Researchers work with participants in the research to propose
new ways in which to help a community and improve social attitudes.

Method
Conducting media scans
Two media scans were carried out, before and after the research project. We initially
sought to determine the degree to which the More Diversity on Screen campaign would
have an influence on the television industry. Over the course of the research it became
evident that a much longer timeframe would be needed for a significant change to occur in
this area, therefore we modified the second scan to capture more useful information.
The first scan quantitatively measured current portrayals of disability on screen in New
Zealand. The second scan qualitatively analysed online commentary about the use of
disabled characters in television shows, predominantly overseas.
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Producing a TV Commercial (campaign)
A 30-second TV commercial was produced and broadcast on Maori TV, TV3 and FOUR,
and online through a viral campaign. The commercial promoted the idea of more diversity
on screen and encouraging the audience to a call to action by way of a survey on the
Diversityworks and Unique Extras websites. This information was captured and used to
further promote the campaign, driving home to broadcasters, casting agencies and the
general public the need for this change. The commercial was broadcast free of charge by
Maori TV and MediaWorks.

Facilitating conversations with the TV industry (survey)
Diversityworks surveyed and met with agents, production houses, ad agencies, film
makers, broadcasters and the public to advocate for more saturation of positive, everyday
portrayals of disability in the media. Meetings were through face-to-face, telephone and
email interviews, and an online survey to identify points of influence. Information from a
media scan, previously recorded interviews with key industry personalities, and a talent
brochure developed in phase one of this project, were used to influence the industry
during the interviews.

Producing camera interviews
As well as documenting the findings in writing, eight of the conversations were captured on
film, to add to five previously filmed interviews. This would allow the opportunity,
particularly if the project is successful, to retrospectively tell the story of how the change
was created.

“Actors are actors because they are so good at becoming a character
with a range of characteristics. I think that actors with disabilities could
probably play most characters too.”
- Survey Respondent
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Findings
Media scans
Quantitative New Zealand media scan
Aim
To determine how much diversity in currently represented on screen in New Zealand, in
terms of the number of shows which feature disabled characters or actors, as well as the
extent to which free to air television is accessible (i.e.: captioned or with audio description).
Method
One week of television scheduling from media magazine The Listener was used to
measure the number of shows currently showing that feature disabled characters or
actors. The period used for analysis was Saturday 23 February 2013, to Friday 1 March
2013. Channels included in the analysis were TV1, TV2, TV3, FOUR, Prime and Maori
Television.
Results
Shows which feature disabled characters/actors:
• Trade Zone Gone Fishin’
Saturday 5.00pm-5.30pm and 6.30am-7.00am (repeat); TV3
Gone Fishin’ is a New Zealand made fishing show produced and hosted by Graham
Sinclair, who uses a wheelchair. Disability is generally not a feature of show and not
discussed on screen.
• Attitude
Sunday 8.35am-9.05am; TV1
Attitude is a New Zealand made documentary series featuring lifestyle, issues and
interests of people either living with a disability or caring for a person with a disability. The
goals of the show include creating role models for young disabled New Zealanders and
building a sense of community that disabled men and women can be proud of.
• Glee
Wednesday 7.30pm-8.30pm; FOUR
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Glee is an American musical/comedy-drama show featuring a main character, Artie
Abrams, who is paraplegic and a wheelchair user. The character is played by actor Kevin
McHale, who is not disabled. The show has also featured a Deaf choir, a regular character
(and actress) with Down Syndrome (Becky Jackson, played by Lauren Potter), and a
recurring character with “self-diagnosed Aspergers” (Sugar Motta, played by Vanessa
Lengies, who is not disabled).
Although the show is extremely popular in the US and NZ, there has been considerable
controversy over the casting of a non-disabled actor to play a disabled character, as well
as the show’s depiction of disabled people generally. (See second media scan for detail).
• Packed to the Rafters
Sunday 8.30pm-9.30pm; TV1
Packed to the Rafters is an Australian family oriented comedy/drama show featuring a
recurring character, Alex Barton, with cerebral palsy. Alex is played by actor Kristian
Schmid, who is not disabled. Story lines focus on how Alex’s CP affects his family,
including his overprotective mother, and his brother, who allows him more independence.
Alex aspires to be a TV star.
• Coronation Street
Thursday 7.30pm-8.30pm, Friday 7.30pm-8.30pm, Sunday 12.00pm-2.00pm (repeat); TV1
Coronation Street is a long-running British soap opera featuring a disabled regular
character, Izzy Armstrong, played by Cherylee Houston, who has a tissue disorder and
uses a wheelchair. Izzy is the show’s first disabled regular character in over 50 years and
she has been on the show since 2010. Izzy is introduced as a love-interest for another
regular character and is described as a “feisty heartbreaker”.
Statistics:
General
• There were 5 hours of original TV content per week that featured disabled characters,
actors or hosts. This represents 0.5% of all TV screened per week.
• These hours include one documentary style show (Attitude), one reality show (Gone
Fishin’) and three entertainment or drama shows (Glee, Packed to the Rafters and
Coronation Street).
• Of these three entertainment or drama shows, only one features a disabled actor playing
a main character (Coronation Street).
• 20% of the shows featuring disabled actors or hosts are New Zealand produced; these
are both documentary or reality style shows.
• There are currently no New Zealand entertainment shows which feature a disabled
character or actor.
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Primetime (5.30pm-9.30pm)
• There are 4.5 hours of prime time viewing across the week which features disabled
characters or actors.
• This represents 3% of all prime time viewing per week, across all six channels.
• Only one New Zealand show featuring a disabled character, actor or host is screened in
prime time (Gone Fishin’). This represents 0.3% of prime time viewing.
Accessibility:
Captioning
• Only three free to air channels feature captioning; TV1, TV2 and TV3.
• Of these channels, TV2 features the most captioning, with 68% of content captioned
across the week. This is followed by TV1 with 54% and TV3 with 23.5%.
• Overall, around half (48.5%) of television content is captioned.
• This breaks down into 53% entertainment or drama shows made overseas, 12.5% New
Zealand based news or current affairs shows, 12.5% cartoons (made overseas), 8%
New Zealand made reality shows, 8% reality shows made overseas and 6% New
Zealand made entertainment or drama shows.
• 73.5% of captioned content is made overseas, while 26.5% is made in New Zealand.
Audio description
• Only two free to air channels featured audio description; TV1 and TV2.
• Of these, TV1 and TV2 both featured 5% of audio description across the week.
Qualitative online media scan
Aim
Our initial media scan at the beginning of the project found that most diversity on screen is
featured in shows that are made outside of New Zealand. There were no New Zealand
based entertainment shows which featured disabled characters or actors. This did not
change over the short duration of the project.
The second media scan aims to analyse some of the online commentary about the use of
disabled characters and actors in entertainment based TV shows. We chose the popular
American musical/comedy-drama “Glee” as the focal point of our online search, as the
show has featured disabled characters played by both disabled as well as non-disabled
actors.
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Method
A Google search of the term “disabled characters in Glee” was used to identify blogs and
media articles which commented on the use of disabled characters and actors in the show.
The top ten search results were used as data for the scan and thematic analysis was used
to identify the major themes in the online commentary.
Thematic analysis is a common qualitative research methodology which aims to identify
patterns or “themes” within a dataset. Initially, each data excerpt is assigned a tag or a
label in order to organise the data into meaningful groups. The dataset was worked
through systematically, with full and equal attention given to each item, to ensure that the
identified themes and patterns are “real” and not based in the researchers assumptions.
The list of codes was then examined and combined to form a number of overarching
themes.
Results
Themes
Authenticity in casting and portrayal
Many of the blogs and articles discussed issues of “authenticity”. Disabled characters
played by actors who also have a disability were overall considered to be more authentic
portrayals; although non-disabled actors were considered acceptable if they could
accurately portray a character.
Much of the controversy regarding authenticity in the show Glee is around the casting of
non-disabled actor Kevin McHale to play the character Artie Abrams, who is paraplegic
and uses a wheelchair. The show’s producers justified their choice of McHale due to the
need to find an actor who could sing and perform. They point out that actors who used
wheelchairs did audition for the part, but McHale was chosen due to his talent and
charisma.
“The use of a non-disabled actor was due to the need of finding a charismatic
actor that could also sing and perform in a wheelchair. Despite many
wheelchair-bound individuals auditioning for the 'Artie' role, it was decided that
the best actor for the part was Kevin McHale.”
Charlotte Gerber, About.com Disability, “Disabled
Characters on Glee”

This article also notes that so long as McHale can authentically portray a character in a
wheelchair, his inclusion in the cast should still be seen as a positive addition.
“While the show’s producers may not always choose a truly disabled individual to play
a role, they’re at least trying to choose someone who can give an honest portrayal of
them.”
Charlotte Gerber, About.com Disability, “Disabled
Characters on Glee”
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However as other bloggers note, there are many talented professional wheelchair dancers
and performers. One blog notes that in episodes where Artie dances in his wheelchair,
McHale looks uncomfortable and unbalanced. They argue that a professional wheelchair
dancer, or even a full-time wheelchair user, would be able to more authentically play the
role of Artie due to the movement requirements of his character.
“The casting of a non-disabled actor to play the paraplegic high school student is
another blown chance to hire a performer who truly fits the role.”
Lynn Elber, Huff Post Media, “Glee” Wheelchair Episode
Upsets Disabled”

“As choreography for a wheelchair user goes, the dance is, however, limited. Artie
bobs and bends his body, waves his arms, shakes his head, and performs a wheelie on
one rear wheel (executed by McHales disabled stunt double, Aaron Fotheringam).
Artie is neither able to use his chair as an expressive device by itself, nor is he able to
use it as an integrated part of his body….Artie cannot move in the manner of disabled
dancer.”
Alice Sheppard, Disability Studies Quarterly, “Rockin’ and
Rollin’ on Fox’s Glee”

In contrast the character of Becky Jackson is often described as more “believable”
because she is played by actor Lauren Potter, who herself has Down Syndrome.
“Individual’s with Down Syndrome have a particular look that can’t be easily replicated,
even with makeup. The character is believable because the actor has charisma and
Down’s Syndrome.”
Charlotte Gerber, About.com Disability, “Disabled
Characters on Glee”

Most bloggers described authenticity in casting of disabled characters as desirable, but not
essential. Whether the actor cast is able to authentically portray a character (and their
disability) was seen as more important than casting a disabled actor. However in some
cases, such as Artie and wheelchair dancing, a more authentic portrayal may have been
given by an actor, or dancer, who also uses a wheelchair day to day.
The influence of media on social consciousness
Many blogs and articles discussed the ability of television to both reflect as well as
reinforce social attitudes. Some bloggers noted that the inclusion of disabled characters
and actors in such a popular and wide-reaching show could help to improve awareness
and acceptance of diversity.
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“It has the daily power to reinforce attitudes or reshape them. Increasingly, it’s been
expected to reflect America in whole and not just the so-called mainstream.”
Lynn Elber, Huff Post Media, “Glee” Wheelchair Episode
Upsets Disabled”

Some bloggers also noted the impact this could have on disabled audiences.

“When a person with a disability sees a positive image on TV that looks like them, their
whole attitude changes. It gives them hope for what they can do in the future.”
Lynn Elber, Huff Post Media, “'Glee' Wheelchair Episode
Upsets Disabled”

The influence of media on social attitudes was often cited in relation to the character
Becky. One article described a social media campaign aiming to encourage the show’s
writers to send the character Becky to college (or university) when she graduates. The
campaign was organised by Think College, an organisation which provides college options
for students with intellectual and developmental disabilities.
“If you make college plans for Becky, you’ll be raising the expectations of all your
viewers with Down syndrome and other intellectual disabilities….we want to plant a
seed…college is a real option.”
Michelle Diament, DisabilityScoop, “College Urged for
‘Glee’ Character with Down Syndrome”

Potter, who portrays Becky, is currently in college herself. Another article quoted an
interview with Potter about her role on Glee and her thoughts around the inclusion of a
character with Down Syndrome on the show.
“I think it was a brilliant idea. It tells Americans that it’s really good to have a daughter
or son who has Down syndrome.”
Michelle Diament, DisabilityScoop, “Down Syndrome
Takes Centre Stage on Fox’s ‘Glee’”

However this influence was also seen as negative when a disabled character was
portrayed in a negative light. In one episode, Becky brings a gun to school and
accidentally fires shots, causing a lockdown at the high school. The National Down
Syndrome Society called it a poor choice to depict Becky bringing a gun to school.
“Taking a gun to school is something very serious and would likely come with a mental
health condition That’s not appropriate for someone with Down syndrome and not a
stigma they need.”
Michelle Diament, DisabilityScoop, “Disability Advocates
Call ‘Glee’ Portrayal ‘Poor Choice’”
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However Potter’s mother took no issue with a character with Down Syndrome being the
one to bring a gun to school.
“If Becky’s going to be fully included on the show – which they’ve done such a good job
about that and giving her these juicy stories – then why not Becky? Whether she has
Down syndrome or not, it doesn’t matter…because she’s a kid. She’s a teenager. She
makes stupid decisions just like other teenagers do.”
Michelle Diament, DisabilityScoop, “Disability Advocates
Call ‘Glee’ Portrayal ‘Poor Choice’”

This example highlights the tension between “good” and “bad” representation. On the one
hand, the inclusion of disabled characters in the cast was seen as forward-thinking and
applauded for the positive impact it could have on public attitudes towards disability and
inclusion. However, where disabled characters were involved in negative story lines, their
inclusion was seen as stereotyping of disabled people. In either case, it was
acknowledged that media can have a powerful influence on public perception.
The need for well-rounded characters and plot lines
Another theme stemming from the idea of “bad” representation was the desire for disabled
characters in TV shows to be more well-rounded and involved in story lines that do not
only focus on their disability. Many bloggers from within the disability community argue
that Glee’s disabled characters are often offensive due to one-dimensional story lines
which centre on the disability and the impact it has on the character, or on other characters
in the show.
“Artie is a painfully troped characters and the show utilises almost every imaginable
disability stereotype, with a heavy emphasis on 'inspirational' storylines. It depicts
disability as a saccharine source for 'courage' for nondisabled characters or merely as
a plot device to humanise characters.”
SE Smith, The Guardian, “No Glee for disabled people”

A number of articles used the example of episodes which focus on Artie and his
paraplegia. In one, Artie dreams of discovering a “cure” and being able to walk and dance
again. In another, he accepts that he will never be cured and loses his girlfriend due to his
inability to be her dance partner.
“Only if Artie is able to walk, it seems, will he be an acceptable romantic
partner....When watching Glee, I am repeatedly caught by the emphasis on the failure
of Artie’s body and the meaning it has for his social and physical situation.”
Alice Sheppard, Disability Studies Quarterly, “Rockin’ and
Rollin’ on Fox’s Glee”

Other examples given are of plot lines involving Becky. In one, Becky makes it onto the
cheerleading team at the high school, but only because the coach has a similarly disabled
older sister who lives in a care facility. Once there, she is unable to keep up with the other
cheerleaders due to her intellectual disability.
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“The message is that everyone should get a tryout, but that trying should not be
equated with being granted accommodations to the resources necessary to succeed.”
SE Smith, The Guardian, “No Glee for disabled people”

There have also been objections to the use of Becky’s intellectually disabled character as
“comic relief”.
“I just do not like the way the character Becky is portrayed. Plain and simple. I think
she’s cartoonish, two-dimensional, and there for an easy laugh...I think that in their
bizarre way, 'Glee' is trying to draw a 'this person is just like me' parallel. But it’s going
about it all wrong.”
Meg Nanson, Guess and Check, “Pop Culture Rant: On
'Glee' and Disabilities”

Many bloggers discussed ideas around what “good” representation would look like, mainly
in terms of plots which do not centre on disability and it’s negative affect.
“Good depictions of disability involve characters who happen to be disabled, rather
than characters who are consumed and defined by their disabilities alone.”
SE Smith, The Guardian, “No Glee for disabled people”

There was also a discussion around the need for writers to consult with disability
communities to create more balanced, interesting and complex characters and storylines.
“Shows that choose to depict disability are often praised for it, under the argument that
‘any representation is a good representation’, while the criticisms of disability rights
activists are ignored...I want to see good depictions of disability, informed by disabled
writers and played by disabled actors.”
SE Smith, The Guardian, “No Glee for disabled people”
“Apparently the show didn’t think it was necessary to talk to the minority communities it
was depicting when it came to handling characters like Artie...the producers and writers
were so very confident that they could get it right, that they didn’t need to do any
research, and they certainly didn’t need to respond to critics.”
SE Smith, Entertainment, “Everybody loves 'Glee' (except
the disability community and people with asperger’s)

While it was seen as generally positive that Glee had included disabled characters and
actors in the show, it was argued that not all representation is necessarily “good”
representation. In general, there was a desire for more in-depth plot lines which portrayed
disabled people as complex and interesting characters. It was argued that Glee’s
depiction of disability was often “tokenistic” and used as a major plot point for the
character, rather than being only one aspect of a character’s world.
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Summary and conclusions
There were three major themes identified in the ten blogs and media articles analysed;
issues around authenticity in casting and portrayal of disabled characters,
acknowledgement of the impact that media has on social consciousness, and a desire for
more well-rounded characters and plot lines.
In general it was seen as acceptable for a non-disabled actor to play a disabled character.
It was also argued that in many cases a disabled actor could in fact give a more authentic
portrayal. However no article argued that disabled actors should be cast based on their
disability alone — talent, charisma and acting ability were seen as most important. Glee’s
inclusion of disabled characters in the cast was generally seen to have a positive influence
overall on awareness and acceptance of diversity; however there was also a strong desire
for disabled characters to be given more complex and well-rounded storylines, which do
not centre on their disability alone. In some cases this may mean disabled characters are
given “negative” plot lines, such as when Becky brings a gun to school, which has caused
some controversy in the disability community.
Overall there was a desire for balance. Some negative storylines were thought to be
acceptable, as long as they were balanced with positive storylines for the character. There
was a strong desire for disabled characters to be involved in plot-lines not focussed on
their disability, rather than disability being used as the central and most important feature
of a character and their storylines. Good representation would be the inclusion of disabled
characters who are as complex and fully developed as any other character on the show.

Campaign and Survey
Aim
The aim of the More Diversity on
Screen campaign and survey were to
raise public awareness of the underrepresentation of disability on screen,
as well as to capture attitudes and
opinions around the inclusion of
disabled actors and characters in
media.

Method
The campaign was launched online on
25 March 2013. This was followed by
an animated commercial which went to
air on Maori Television on 1 April 2013.
MediaWorks also aired the commercial
on TV3 and FOUR in early May.
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The commercial included the voice-over:
“Over the years, we’ve seen heaps of great television personalities on our screens.
But what we haven’t seen, are the one in five New Zealanders who have a disability.
We can change this, but we need your help. So come on New Zealand, show your
support. Go to morediversity.org.nz and click ‘yes’ to see more diversity on our
screens.”

The commercial encouraged viewers to visit the website and click “Yes! I support More
Diversity on Screen” in support of the campaign. Visitors who clicked yes were also given
the option of completing the online survey, which contained a range of questions that
aimed to capture attitudes and opinions around the inclusion of more diversity on screen.
A few weeks into the campaign, the decision was made to also include a “No, I don’t
support the campaign” option to capture the views and opinions of those who do not wish
to see more diversity on screen.

Results
Q1-3: Demographic information (see Appendix A).
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*

1

* Note: “Skipped” reflects question logic where respondents were only directed to certain questions based
on their answer to the previous question.
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“Treat everyone the same. If you want to be part of the scene then you
have to be as good as able bodied people...I don’t want or need special
treatment.”
- Survey Respondent
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Discussion

Support for the campaign
As of 14 June 2013, there were 1517 visits to the campaign page. Nearly half (48%) of
visitors clicked “Yes! I support More Diversity on Screen”, indicating a good level of
support for the campaign.
A small number (5.3%) of visitors to the page clicked “No, I don’t support the campaign.”
Some of these visitors left extremely negative and even discriminatory responses:
“NZ actors are shit enough already without having a retard quota”
“Stupid, how can a disabled person even act?”
“I believe in Survival of the Fittest not giving handouts to people who wouldn’t survive in
the natural order of the world”
“Say no to tards and blacks”
“Honestly it feels like all we see is diversity. An episode of Glee is spot the regular
folk.”

However a few left more well-reasoned responses:
“I don't think any person should get special treatment, regardless of race, religion,
creed or disability. I think we are as a nation too 'politically correct'. I'm NOT against the
concept of diverse representation, I just don't think its something that should be a
special effort because I think everyone should be treated the same without special
campaigns or special treatment. I am aware that isn't always the case but I don't see
why its something that needs a campaign at all. Why not instead actually film a movie
or tv show like Glee and have good writing, good characters, and good stories that all
people will enjoy? Proof is in the pudding.”
“Diversity on screen should happen naturally as viewers decide what they like to see
on tv, it shouldn't be forced.”

Around half of the visitors to the page (53.3%) did not click either yes or no.

Awareness of disability
Just over half of the survey respondents had no direct experience of disability (56.5%). Of
those who had direct experience, around half were disabled themselves (55.8%) and half
a parent or relative of someone with a disability (43.6%). Others were friends, colleagues
or support providers of disabled people.
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The large number of respondents who had no direct experience of disability was of benefit
to the data, as it was the attitudes and opinions of the general public and those working in
media that we were interested in, rather than those from within the disability community.
Just over half of respondents were aware than 1 in 5 New Zealanders live with some sort
of disability (58.5%), and nearly all survey respondents agreed that it was important for
disability to be more visible in the media (99.2%). This was an optimistic result considering
the campaign goals.
Most respondents (86.0%) had seen one or no disabled people on television or in a film in
the last week and only a small number (7.7%) had seen three or more. This was expected
considering the media scan data, which showed very few hours of programming per week
which features disabled people. Programmes in which disabled people or characters were
seen included Glee, Attitude, Game of Thrones, Coronation Street, the news and other
current affairs programmes as well as the film Les Intouchables. (Note: Game of Thrones
was not screening at the time of the media scan, although this show contains a number of
disabled characters and actors.)

Gone Fishin’/Graeme Sinclair
We asked survey respondents about the New Zealand made fishing show Gone Fishin’,
produced and hosted by Graeme Sinclair, who uses a wheelchair. Sinclair’s disability is
generally not a feature of the show and not discussed on screen.
Most respondents had watched the show at some point (65.1%) and all said that Sinclair
using a wheelchair either made no difference (75.9%) or made the show more appealing
(24.1%). No one found Sinclair’s use of a wheelchair made the show less appealing. A
large majority also indicated that Sinclair’s use of a wheelchair made no difference to the
likelihood they would watch the programme (85.6%). A few said it would make them more
likely to watch (14.4%), while none said it would make them less likely to watch. Of those
who had seen the show, none were uncomfortable about Sinclair using a wheelchair.
These results show a good acceptance of disability in an “everyday” setting — where
disability is simply an aspect of the host of the show, but not a focus. The vast majority of
participants felt comfortable with Sinclair’s use of a wheelchair, and it generally made no
difference to their willingness to watch the show, with a few finding the show more
appealing because of it.

Attitude
We also asked respondents about the New Zealand made documentary-style series
Attitude, which features lifestyle, issues and interest of people either living with a disability
or caring for a person with a disability. In contrast to Gone Fishin’, the focus of Attitude is
on disability.
Around half of the survey respondents had never watched Attitude (49.2%), a factor which
may be due to it’s early Sunday morning time-slot. Of those who had watched it, a large
majority (99.2%) liked the way the show portrays disabled people.
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“Fantastic programme that presents people with disabilities in a contemporary way,
shows the difficulties but overwhelmingly shows achievement and participation. Can’t
rave enough.”
“It shows that people with disabilities can lead normal lives too...a lot of able bodied
people I have come across don’t realise that people with disabilities can and do live
normal lives and do normal things.”

However a small number did not like the way the show portrayed disabled people (4.5%).
“It seems quite patronising.”

Those who have watched Attitude seemed to largely appreciate the show and enjoy it’s
portrayal of people with disabilities. This again shows good acceptance of disability in
everyday settings as well as an appreciation of positive role modelling when featuring
disability on screen.

Glee
The American musical/comedy-drama show Glee is one of the most well-recognised
shows currently on television. The show features a main character, Artie Abrams, who
uses a wheelchair as well as several minor characters with other disabilities. While the
show is extremely popular in the US and New Zealand, there has been some controversy
over the casting of non-disabled actor Kevin McHale as paraplegic Artie Abrams.
The majority of survey respondents had watched Glee (73.2%) and indication that the
character Artie’s use of a wheelchair had made the show more appealing to them (58.9%).
A relatively large number also indicated that it made no difference (39.9%). A few said that
the character Artie being in a wheelchair made the show less appealing (1.1%). Over half
of respondents thought that it was important for an actor playing a character with a
disability to have a disability themselves (59.7%); while a relatively large number felt this
was unimportant (40.3%).
Responses to the questions around authenticity reflected the themes found in the
qualitative media scan. Some respondents felt that having an actor with a disability play a
character who is also disabled was important for authenticity:
“If the characters storyline is based predominantly around the disability then I would
say a person with a disability would be better placed to play the character, as they can
not only act but influence the script to be as accurate as possible.”

While others recognised that these roles provide work opportunities, and can influence
social consciousness:
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“I think it is important for people with impairments to have opportunities to be involved
in the performing arts...I also think that it makes a difference for role modelling, in that,
a young person might look this person up and then maybe be a little disappointed that
they do not really have a disability.”
“I think it’s an opportunity for someone in a wheelchair to get a job, which is often
difficult. Non-disabled people have more opportunity to gain employment.”

However other respondents argued that actors portray a range of characters regularly
(although recognised that disabled actors would be able to do this as well):
“Actors are actors because they are so good at becoming a character with a range of
characteristics. I think that actors with disabilities could probably play most characters
too.”

Opinions on the issue of authenticity were divided, as was found in the media scan. While
some felt that authenticity, positive role modelling and employment opportunities are all
important issues, others recognise that actors portray fictional characters, and argue that
this situation is no different. However the general attitude that the character Artie’s
inclusion in Glee improves the storyline is a positive finding regarding the inclusion of
disabled characters in entertainment based shows.

Industry
We also asked respondents if they had worked in the media industry. Those who indicated
yes were directed to further questions around their attitudes towards employing disabled
talent.
Only 9.1% of survey respondents worked in the media industry, however they came from a
range of backgrounds, including directors, actors, editors, producers and designers.
A majority had no experience of employing disabled people (75.0%), which was not
unexpected given the lack of diversity on screen which sparked this campaign. Of those
who had, all said the quality of their experience was good and that they would employ
disabled people again.
“People concerned were true professionals.”
“Talent was partially deaf, it made very little difference to the show (kids show).”

Nearly all respondents to this section said they would feel comfortable employing talent
with a disability (96.6%). This would seem to indicate that the lack of diversity on screen is
not due to the lack of willingness of those who work in the media to employ individuals with
disabilities.
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“I think if the role is written with a disabled person in mind it should be played by a
person with that disability.”
“Talent is talent, with or without a disability.”

We also asked how disruptive they felt accommodating an actor or extra’s disability on a
production set would be, as this could also be a potential barrier to employing disabled
talent. However the majority (78%) felt that accommodating disabled talent would not be
disruptive. All respondents were also willing to be accommodating while nearly all were
willing to directly provide any assistance needed (93.9%). Comments from both disabled
and non-disabled respondents were similar:
“Treat everyone the same. If you want to be part of the scene then you have to be as
good as able bodied people...I don’t want or need special treatment.”
“I would make myself available to facilitate the easy direction of scenes with disabled
people in them.”
“I think it would depend on the individual case and how...cost effective the allowances
would be.”

We also asked what would increase the likelihood that they would be willing to provide
assistance. Around half said talking to people who have worked with disabled people
(51.5%). Others said having someone to help (45.5%), training (36.4%) and financial
resources (36.4%).
These results show a good willingness from survey respondents, working in a variety of
media backgrounds, to employ and accommodate disabled talent. Mostly people felt
disabled talent would not cause a disruption and the provision of adequate support by way
of training and financial resources would increase willingness to provide assistance.

Advertising
We also asked this group of respondents more specific questions about the use of
diversity in advertising. Just over half of the industry respondents (57.6%) indicated that
they worked in, knew something about, or had an interest in advertising.
The majority s (70%) thought that advertisers would be uncomfortable with disabled
people selling their products or services in commercials. A small number (5.4%) thought
that advertisers would be comfortable, while many didn’t know (15.8%). The comments
reflected the aim of advertisements to sell products and the negative stigma still often
associated with disability.
“Advertisements are about selling a product and I believe there is a stigma against
anything that [doesn’t] fit in their ideal mould.”
“Disability is seen as a negative or unwanted phenomena, advertisers do not want the
product associated with negatives.”
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“The public tend to aspire toward an idea of perfection and unfortunately many still see
disability as a type of imperfection. Although I do believe this is changing and the
majority who believe this are no longer as big as they used to be.”

We also asked this group if they thought people would be more or less likely to buy
products and services that featured disabled people in their commercials. Most
respondents (68.4%) indicated that they didn’t know, while around a fifth thought people
would be more likely (21.1%) and a few thought less likely (10.5%).
“I haven’t seen any research that would indicate that there would be a difference.”
“I wouldn’t consider it to be the single factor that makes a difference for a successful
commercial.”

Around half of respondents (47.4%) thought advertisers and their markets were ready for
disabled people to feature in advertisements, while a third thought maybe (31.6%) and
around a fifth thought they were not ready.
“The market won’t care — advertisers are slow to catch on to that.”
“[We need] a passive campaign to assist in the reduction of the stigmas associated
with having a disability.”
“[We need] someone to lead the way with the right kind of campaign.”

The results around the advertising questions were mixed. Many acknowledged that to a
certain extent advertisers use images of “perfection” as a way to entice people to buy their
product, and that disability is not usually associated with this image. However, there was
some acknowledgement that this is changing.
In terms of audiences, most didn’t know whether the use of disabled people to sell
products and services would make people more or less likely to buy. This perhaps
indicates that because disabled people are not usually featured in commercials it is, as
yet, unknown how audiences would respond.

Supporting the cause
Overall, the majority of the survey respondents were willing to actively help increase the
visibility on our screens (88.8%), while only a small number (11.2%) were unwilling.
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Other research
As shown by our quantitative media scan, we see very little disabled people in the media.
We also found that there was a distinct awareness of the power of media to influence
social consciousness - a finding that is supported by other research. Diane E. Levin and
Jean Kilbourne note that “heavy exposure to media alters a viewer's perception of social
reality in a way that matches the media world”. Levin and Kilbourne are known
internationally for their writing on the effects of the media and commercial culture on
children. They have also done much work around alcohol and tobacco advertising and the
images of women in advertising.
If we apply these findings to disability it's little wonder that there is so much inaccessibility
for disabled people. People's social reality, based on the media world, is that people with
the experience of disability hardly exist.
Other research has shown that positive modelling can be highly effective in changing
attitudes and behaviour. The 2013 book "Influencer: The Power to Change Anything" talks
about the concept of the science of influence. Change requires a “yes” answer to the
question “Can I do it?”, which is a reflection of capability; as well as a “yes” to “Will it be
worth it?”, a reflection of motivation.
The authors, Kerry Patterson, Joseph Grenny, David Maxfield, Ron McMillan and Al
Switzler, site case studies such as curing people of a fear of snakes by showing others
having safe interaction with snakes; decreasing the spread of HIV by teaching sex workers
to insist on condom use; and increasing literacy education uptake through a TV series
which showed people getting literacy education without shame — this last example
resulted in three of four people who saw the series successfully seeking education (while
none in a control group did so).
Together this research suggests that there is huge potential to change public attitudes and
behaviour towards disabled people by modeling positive interactions through television
programming and advertising.

“I think being too politically correct and too rigid about it is no better
than ignoring the problem all together, there has to be a compromise.”
- Face-to-face Interviewee
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Conclusions and reflections
Originally the project sought to garner public support and to influence industry towards
including more disabled people in productions, particularly as extras, to increase diversity
in the media landscape. Its secondary purpose was to model on screen better attitudes
and behaviour toward disabled people. Responses to the survey showed clear support for
the idea of More Diversity on Screen, but we also found that the task of getting more
representation of disability on screen is complex and will require a much longer timeframe.
Industry interviews and the public response clearly showed support in principle, but it also
became evident that you can't demand that writers, directors and producers include
disabled people in their productions just to meet a quota. There is currently a lack of
demand for parts to be played by disabled actors, however those working in the media
industry were also open to consideration of proposals and ideas that are entertaining and
have wide appeal.
Although there is a lack of data in the area, the same would seem to go for advertising.
Forcing creatives and advertisers to involve depictions of disability in their campaigns is
likely to cause resentment and poor portrayals, which would be counterproductive. The
exception could be to try to influence the inclusion of more diversity on screen in
Government campaigns, such as Drive Social and Say Yeah Nah (the current anti binge
drinking campaign), as it is a legitimate argument that Government has a responsibility to
realistically represent diversity in social campaigns and is currently failing to do so.
Throughout the project it became increasingly evident that, to create media-driven social
change, there is a need to create a container, rather than impose on others' creative
projects the imperative to involve disabled characters or actors. This came through
particularly strongly in the industry interviews, highlighted by the quotes below:
“I don’t know if it needs to be something that the industry is kind of forced to adopt.”
“Carol Hirschfeld moved from TV3 to take up a commissioning role and programming
role at Maori TV. [The Nutters’ Club] was basically the first proposal she had on her
desk and she looked at it and rang me up and said it was one of the freshest ideas she
had seen in a long time so Carol was really our, she went to bat for it, it went into NZ on
Air. I was told by one of the board members that it was one of the easiest funding
decisions they made, it just fell into place.”
“Personally I think people with disabilities need to understand that the production
industry is a machine that churns and it might take a bit of mind shifting to say hey wait
for me because I have something to contribute here, but I think if you’re passionate
about it and you believe you have a talent then just go for it and give it your best shot.”
“I’m not sure if more government involvement like something like this would help or not.
Will there be a tipping point? Will there just be a slow increase in diversity I’m not sure.
I think certainly there is more room for it…”
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“I think being too politically correct and too rigid about it is no better than ignoring the
problem all together, there has to be a compromise.”

Successful examples, where disability has been portrayed reasonably to very well – like
My Gimpy Life (US web series), Nothing To See Here (Borderless Productions 2011),
Gone Fishin', and Glee – have come from a desire of the creators to increase diversity on
screen, not an imperative from outside.
The campaign directly influenced over 1500 people to visit the campaign page online and
nearly half of this number to actively engage in the survey. It is hard to estimate the
number who have seen the animated commercial but it may be safe to assume, given the
1500 or more visits to the campaign page, that several thousands have seen it broadcast
on TV.
The response from the industry interviews was that this is an issue that has not been high
on its agenda so far. Several people commented that they were pleased to have it brought
to their awareness. We believe that it’s an important conversation to have initiated and we
hope to be able to continue it.

“I think the demand for generic TV characters is waning. Interesting,
unique characters are definitely becoming far more appealing.”
- Email Interviewee
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For more information
www.morediversity.org.nz
www.unique-extras.co.nz
www.diversityworks.org.nz
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APPENDIX A

Notes:
Q1: “Name” — removed to protect privacy of respondents.
Q10-12, 14, 16-17: Respondents were not asked these questions if they had not watched
the shows mentioned. This number is reflected as “Skipped”.
Q19: “Organisation” and Q20: “Position” — removed to protect privacy of respondents.
Q21-33: Respondents were not asked these questions if they did not work in the media/
television or film industry. This number is reflected as “Skipped”.
Q36: “Can we contact you to provide more information about how you can help increase
the visibility of disability on our screens?” — removed to protect privacy of respondents.
Q37: What is the best way/time for us to get hold of you? — removed to protect privacy of
respondents.
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